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Good Morning America Sob Story on Fired FOX News
Anchor Who Shilled for Farrakhan, Hid Cars
By Debbie Schlussel
Almost a year and a half ago, I told you about Fanchon Stinger, then an employee of FOX
News, who served as the anchor of Detroit FOX 2 morning show. Stinger was fired after it
came to light that she was in business with Synagro, a company which obtained a billion dollar
sludge contract with the City of Detroit and which used her married Muslim boyfriend, Rayford
Jackson, to bribe Detroit City Council members (including Congressman John Conyers’ wife,
Monica).

Former FOX News Anchor Fanchon Stinger
& Boyfriend/Top Farrakhan Man Rayford Jackson
Stinger also illegally put hundreds of thousands of dollars worth of Jackson’s fancy cars,
including a Rolls Royce, in her name to shield them from authorities and her married father-offour boyfriend’s creditors. Oh, and by the way, her boytoy Jackson was tight with then-Detroit
Mayor Kwame Kilpatrick, who was embroiled in scandal and much in the news at the time.
Stinger worked for FOX News, and when I called the local station with questions, my call was
returned by a FOX News/News Corp publicist.
At the time she was sleeping with him and anchoring the FOX News owned and operated
Detroit news operation, Rayford Jackson was the number one man in Louis Farrakhan’s
Detroit Nation of Islam operation. And Stinger gave racist, anti-Semitic Nation of Islam leader
Louis Farrakhan a half hour gushing interview on FOX 2 (Watch the Video) that sounded
like an infomercial, telling him he wasn’t anti-Semitic and thanking him for the “wonderful work”
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he did “for our people.” It was so disgusting and pandering that many FOX 2 reporters
complained. Even Al-Jazeera has been tougher on the guy. And Stinger used her podium at
FOX to promote extremist Muslim causes, including a group that openly supports HAMAS and
Hezbollah. More on that later.
Now, Stinger is doing the rounds in Detroit–giving interviews to two pandering local TV anchors
who are Black women like she is and friends of hers. Predictably, she’s playing the victim
(someone put a gun to her head to make her transfer $500,000 in cars to her name?), and none
is asking tough questions and they’re letting her get away with her lies. And she is going to give
“her side” to ABC’s “Good Morning America,” next week (December 8th). But so far, “her side”
is a pack of lies. As I noted on this site, Stinger, who was in the process of converting to Islam,
when she was “dating” (euphemism) Jackson set up a publicity company specifically to help
facilitate the Synagro sludge deal. And she also accompanied Jackson to a meeting in which
he tried to convince neighborhood residents to support a sludge plant in the vicinity.
But, in an interview, with Detroit’s ABC affiliate news anchor, Diana Lewis, Stinger claimed she
wasn’t involved with Synagro and knew nothing about it. Really? Then, why did shestart a
company to do business with Synagro? And why did she talk to the FBI and hire a lawyer to
work out a deal with the feds to keep her from being prosecuted . . . if she knew “nothing”? And
why did she refuse to talk about it for a year and a half? And why did she put convicted felon
Rayford Jackson’s gazillions in fancy cars in her name if she was such an innocent?
Don’t bet on Good Morning America to ask her these things. As I noted on this site, when
GMA was in Detroit to do a story on “Islamophobia” five years after the 9/11 attacks–which
should already tell you their agenda–airhead GMA producer Mabel Chan asked me about the
Muslims in Detroit, and when I responded using a mafia analogy, she said, “What is the
mob?” She repeatedly told me she didn’t know what “the mob” was or what “a mob” is. I was
cut from the GMA story, and the resulting report was a one-sided sob story featuring extremist
Muslims who work on Hezbollah’s behalf. I don’t expect GMA to be any less partial to Stinger
than they were to her Islamic buddies in town.
I doubt they’ll ask her why she deceptively put more than a half a million dollars of her
boyfriend’s cars in her name. I’m sure they won’t ask her why she put on a gushing half hour
interview with Louis Farrakhan, when–in a clear conflict of interest–she was sleeping with his
top man in Detroit. I’m sure they won’t ask her why an “objective” news anchor would thank an
international racist and anti-Semitic loon for the work he does for “our people” . . . unless FOX 2
somehow morphed into BET.
And, as I told you, Stinger should have been fired before she started doing business with
Synagro and engaging in shielding of assets for her boyfriend, the #1 man in Detroit for the
Nation of Islam. Stinger was a crusader, including for a pro-Hezbollah Shi’ite woman who beat
her kid to death in a bathtub. Stinger got the conviction dropped, which is beyond disgusting.
And as I noted, I repeatedly complained to FOX 2 and to then-FOX News station group VP
Lachlan Murdoch about Stinger’s hosting of events for the openly pro-HAMAS, pro-Hezbollah,
illegal alien-enabling American Arab Anti-Discrimination Committee (ADC). At the time she
hosted the events, she and her news operation covered ADC Michigan chief (and “former”
Islamic terrorist) Imad Hamad‘s boycott of Detroit area banks for being sponsors of a Friends of
the IDF (Israeli Defense Forces) dinner. And Hamad had also appeared on her newscasts
praising the teaching of three-year-olds to become homicide bombers as “patriotic.” Stinger had
no business hosting the ADC events. But instead, she called me, yelled at me, and lied about it.
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That’s what she does. She’s a liar. And a shill for Muslims. And a person who clearly knew
what she was doing and intentionally got herself involved with a Detroit bribery scandal, which
she knew far more about than what she’s saying.
And Stinger is up to her old tricks. I’m sure she’ll try to parlay her phony sob story into a job at
“Good Morning America.” I hear she needs the work.

